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Dates to Remember 

October 19 & 20th, 2019 Dressage      
Deciphered Clinic II 

Get a leg up on the Championship rides with the discerning           
eyes of FCCDS Clinician Eugene Abello. 7-8 Rides per day,          
held at Double Bridges in Hastings FL. 
Rates are $90. Per lesson. 

October 20th - General Membership     
Meeting 

The Autumn Big Get Together of all of our Members; in 
preparation for the upcoming end of year events. An exchange 
of ideas, and brainstorming about 2020 plans! 

November 16th - FCCDS Championship     
Finals .   

Saturday Finals for FCCDS Showposium Championships 
Award Season. Judges Brian MacMahon; and Jennifer Benoit. 
Officiate.  

November 17th - Autumn Dressage     
Challenge II Showposium 

Sunday - First Show towards 2020 points; the Autumn Dressage 
Challenge II Showposium - Judge: Jennifer Benoit. 
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Welcome ~ Summer is over at last and the delights of Autumn are finally upon                 

us! Floridians look forward to the end of Summer and the start of Fall unlike people                
anywhere else in the country, and FCCDS activities in the tack are back on the calendar.                
Now is the best time of the year for us - the cooling air; the disappearing humidity; the                  
falling leaves. Of course the turn of the Season also brings the dangers of Tropical storms                
and Hurricanes, with the attendant flooding; winds, and disruptions in service of power and              
dangerous road conditions. We are fortunate in our area to have the JEC available during               
these times; and it is a hurricane proof facility with all of the amenities you need to keep                  
your horses safe. Previous FCCDS Newsletters from years past available to you on our              
official website; focus on steps to take if you are keeping your horses at home ~ you can                  
access them anytime on there. We are now fully in the FCCDS Fall Calendar with our                
September Horse Show behind us and the upcoming October clinic with trainer Eugene             
Abello on our horizon.. Finally our “Wrap up the Season” FCCDS November Showposium             
and Championships show is upcoming and the start of our 2020 point system! .  

Image shown above is by 18th C British Painter George Stubbs ~ Oil on Canvas 
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The Classical Legacy  - Masters of Dressage - Our Mission Realized 

 

James 

Fillis ~  

James Fillis is a    
well known  
figure in the   
Dressage History  
Cannon. He was   
highly regarded  
in his own time;    
and credited with   
a great influence   
over all serious   
riding into the   
mid twentieth  

Century. However, reading his own words in the “Principles of Dressage and Equitation, “ -               
I was struck by the difference in feeling I had from having recently read the work of the                  
Duke of Newcastle - an English master of much earlier times . Fillis was not a scholar or man                   
of letters like the Duke; he was a professional horseman born in 1834 in London; who                
became a resident of France at an early age. In France he became a student of Francois                 
Caron, a devote’ and Master student of Baucher; then the most famous horse-master of his               
time. Fillis also rode with the highly regarded Victor Franconi. Fillis quickly completed his              
student days and started his own riding school at Le Havre and later moved to Paris. In Paris                  
Fillis rode for Queen Maria of Naples as well as Baron Gustav Rothschild; and was a Master                 
trainer for the military during the 1870 war. But Fillis’s desire for a wider fame; turned him                 
towards the only outlet to the general public at the time, ( the Sporting Horse Show was not                  
yet a social convention); the Circus. The Circus was a much more important public              
entertainment in the 19th Century. Movies; Social Media; and TV were non-existent. The             
Circus was Show business on a large scale for those days; open to all insundry, and could                 
draw all walks of society; from high to low. Fillis’ “High School” style of riding; was just the                  
ticket for the Circus audience of the time. Horses were an everyday conveyance in all               
means of transportation or heavy work. The mastery of them in such as way as most people                 
were unaware of and incapable of imagining; was quite a figure - a “whisperer” with a tophat.  
But Fillis was no cowboy nor was he ignorant. He was a real natural student of the science of                   
observation; and consideration. He also took it upon himself to conduct many experiments             
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with horses regarding many subjects from feeding to training; and thus convince himself             
surely of the best way to go.  
Being a pupil of the Baucherist School; he was very concerned with the early training all the                  

way through to the “High School” - or Manege Horse. However; being a 19th Century man;                
he was a firm believer in riding a horse “out” in nature; in the country; and over ground of all                    
types; being of great service to those training horses for the cavalry; and even addressing the                
training of Field Hunters. His directions begin with the ages and times of year to select;                
castrate; and stable a young horse; to lunging; backing and simple riding; all the way up. He                 
is very detailed in all of his instructions including how to put a lady “up” in the saddle - side                    
saddle of course. He was typical of gentlemen of his day; in his abhorrence of the notion of                  
women riding astride; being convinced they lacked the physique or stamina to do so to               
advantage. And of course much to our modern amusement; he felt it made women              
unladylike; and lose grace and femininity.  
  
All in all however, one should not underestimate the great innovative and useful             
observations and methods of James Fillis; despite some of the seemingly silly and old              
fashioned notions he carried about women and men; and the lack of appreciation for the               
intelligence of the horses he worked so many of all his life. Being a Riding Master was his                  
only and all encompassing occupation. His ability to train high blooded horses - the              
Thoroughbred was his favorite - gave him entrance to the Grandest and most important and               
influential Palaces with the patronage of Royals all over Europe and Russia. From 1891 to               
1897 he spent most of his time in Germany; and during his later years went to Russia with                  
Circus Cinicelli. Here he was spotted by the Grand Duke Nicholas; who hired him to               
become the Ecuyer-n-Chef of the Household Cavalry; and he remained in Russia for 10              
years; and published a book on Equitation for the Russian Cavalry. 
 
Fillis’ individual “system” that both gave respect to; and disputed the methodology of his              
predecessor Baucher; is evident in his book published in 1894, then titled “Breaking and              
Riding” now entitled; Principles of Dressage and Equitation, to his later books: Journal de              
Dressage published in 1903 and later, The Russian Equitation Manual.  
 
Fillis’ method is simple in concept; it consists of obtaining and maintaining balance by the               
position of the head and neck, impulsion by the hind legs, well under the horse’s body, and                 
lightness by means of flexion of the lower jaw; which all combined, make any degree of                
collection or extension possible. His ideas about flexion are unique to his own notions - in                
contrast to those of his predecessor Baucher. He believed the horse must never lower the               
head or learn flexion from the wither. Rather he believed flexion with the horses’ neck in its                 
natural position; preferably higher… that loosened the jaw only and turned the head at the               
throat and poll was best. He was a firm believer in the maintenance of the horse's balance by                  
means of it’s head and neck in relation to the rest of the body; and he felt that the horse                    
should never be encouraged to drop it’s head and hence put it’s weight on the forehand.  
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Very early photography captures images of Fillis riding his thoroughbred horses in various             
movements in his tall top hat and simple “English Saddle”. Some of these images are               
arresting in the similarities to what we would assume to be excellent work in Dressage to                
this day. Others are a bit strange and even too “Circus” and unnatural for the contemporary                
equestrian. Movements like the Canter backwards; and on three legs are far from inspiration              
to the modern eye. But his place in the Canon is clear; and any equestrian wishing to study                  
the progression of Dressage History and practice is wise to give his or her time, to study this                  

Master.  
 
 
“ I ought to mention that in Belgium, no one ever           
thought of blaming me for riding in a Circus, which          
is considered, in that country, to be the only place          
for equestrian work, and that it is as natural for a           
horseman to ride in a circus, as it is for a lyric artist             
to sing in an opera; or for an Academician to to dress            
himself in green, in order to croak out an address          
under the cupola of the Institute. “ - James Fillis 
 
An Illustration of “Correct Flexion” in: Principles of Dressage                 
and Equitation. 
 

 
 

James Fillis in Piaffe on one of his favorite Thoroughbred horses.  
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Please consider Attending this Year’s USDF Convention in Savannah GA. It is so close and                             
Savannah is such a beautiful city; especially the “Old Town” areas; it is worth the trip and you                                   
will meet many other Dressage enthusiasts there, unlike anyplace else! 
 

 

Reminder!      
USDF NATIONAL CONVENTION 

The 2019 USDF National Convention will be held on December 4 - 7, in Savannah Georgia at the Westin                   
Savannah Harbor Golf and Spa Resort. Rooms will be available through USDF at the convention center hotel,                 
and will be open to reservations soon via the USDF website:www.usdf.org/convention/. In addition the Society               
has booked a block of rooms at the swanky Bohemian Riverfront Hotel for those that are interested. 

Details: Overlooking the Savannah river, this swanky hotel is steps from River Street shopping and dining and                 
a 2-minute walk from City Hall. Stylish rooms mix maritime-inspired decor such as British campaign furniture                
and custom seashell chandeliers with plush fabrics and original modern art. All rooms feature flat-screen TVs,                
coffeemakers, free WiFi and marble-accented bathrooms, with some adding river views, balconies and             
whirlpool tubs. A hip, indoor/outdoor rooftop bar offers a tapas-style menu and live music, and a riverfront                 
restaurant serves Southern cuisine. There's a fitness center, valet parking (with a fee) and meeting rooms.                
Check-in time: 4:00 PM  Check-out time: 11:00 AM 

Rate: $122 per night for 3 nights Quad occupancy -$366 total All reserved rooms are Old Town Views!Need to                   
reserve by: July 1st or rooms will be released. There is a close and convenient water ferry to the convention                    
center. 

 

  

 

http://www.usdf.org/convention/
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Please note that our Volunteer Sign Up Sheet is done online via Sign-Up Genius. A request for                 
Volunteers email will be sent prior to each Showposium or FCCDS clinic event. There is a link on our home                    
page to the Sign-up Form as well. Please look at the position is still available; and consider signing up for                    
something. We NEED your help and it makes all the DIFFERENCE to the Society’s success. Keeping our                 

Showposiums and Clinics going successfully is EVERYONE’s responsibility.          
 

   

                            Thank You !!! 
                       Society Patron Members and Patron Members 

Mary O’Brian - GOLD Society Patron 
Katie Kimball - SILVER Society Patron 

Lisa Beardsley - Patron Member 
Karin Blan - Patron Member 

Linda Dennis - Patron Member 
Brenda Harley - Patron Member 
Patricia Lazare - Patron Member 

Sandi Lucas - Patron Member 
Denise Moxon - Patron Member 

Sharon Rodenhaver - Patron Member 
Suzi Sciancalepore - Patron Member 

       Lisa Spallone - Patron Member 
                            Lynette Wadsworth - Patron Member 

        

                        

                  James Fillis in Passage on one of his Thoroughbreds 

 

http://www.fccds.org/
http://www.fccds.org/
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      Meet the Members!! of First Coast Classical Dressage 

         

First Coast Classical Dressage “Rockin out Recognized” Member, Mary Anne                        

Callahan and her young Trakhener Gelding “Leander”. Mary Anne and her boy keep the pace                             
in the greater NorthEast Florida rated shows around us, while accruing many good scores in the                               
ROR program of our Society! Mary Anne and Leander work with local Dressage trainer Suzanne                             
Graham out of Whitelock Equestrian Estates, in Jacksonville; where Leander also resides. Leander                         
was a “Valhalla Boy” ~ having been born and raised in Florida's Nationally Recognized Trakehner                             
Nursery in Wellborn, FL; so it is extra nice to see the two of them going up the levels steadily for a                                           
number of his North Florida “family”. We strive to recognize the contributions of all of our First                                 
Coast Dressage Community horsemen and women; whether riding in our educational “Schooling                       
show” formatted Showposiums; or in the many USDF ~ USEF recognized shows in the state. If you                                 
see them at a USDF rated show; or at one of our showposiums or clinics; stop and say hello! 
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Just Before Us:  

         

At the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich, Germany’s leading dressage riders came together to               

perform a Quadrille. They were: Reiner Klimke and York, Liselott Linsenhoff and Piaff,             

Wolgang Haug and Lorlot, Karin Schlüter and Liostro, Josef Neckermann and Venetia,            

Ilsebell Becher and Mitsouko, Willi Schultheis and Armagnac, Inge Theodorescu and           

Marzio, Walter Günther and Partisan, Gabriela Grillo and Honduras, Harry Boldt and            

Ariadne and Eva-Maria Pracht and Mazepa. 

 

Our “Meet the Members” Autumn NL pair             
~ Mary Anne Callahan and Leander,           
shown here at the 2018 FCCDS Musical             
Kur Clinic given by Goldbar Freestyles’           
Lynette Wadsworth at her “Double         
Bridges”. Mary and Leander have recently           
qualified to compete at this year’s USDF             
Region 3 Finals in Ga in first Level               
Freestyle! 
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Classified Information: 

Rare Professional Model Wintec Jumping Saddle. Black; 17.5 inch seat. Lovingly used; but still sound and useful for Small                   
Shows; Hunting; Schooling, Trails; and even swimming! $250. Chose tree bar size. Contact: Linda              

Dennis:foundationdressage@gmail.com         

For Sale: 17.5” Schleese Link II Dressage Saddle. In almost brand new condition; barely ridden in. 16.5” flap;                  
adaptatree #2. Wide channel; shoulder free panels. Wool Flocked. One of the most highly respected saddle makers                 
in the world. Top of the line quality in materials & craftsmanship. Nearly limitless customized fitting to your horse.                   
Schleeses are made to fit the shape of a woman’s seat. Contact Susan Lengehman Croft:: susancroft@mac.com                
$2995. OBO.   

For Sale: Beautiful custom made 17” HENNIG, this one is a newer model and the tree is completely adjustable. In                    
excellent almost new condition. Very little use. Outer blocks; 16” flap. Medium - Wide though can be changed easily.                   
Contact Linda Dennis or Faye Flynn. $2500 OBO. 
 

Looking for someone - a Dressage rider that would like to ride my grand champion Mare in exchange                  
for cleaning her and my small horse’s stall 4 days a week. If you know any one, or could put the word                      
out I am located in Elkton and have a Dressage ring; plus she is an amazing horse to ride. I can send                      
photos and more information. I have a bad back and will only be able to ride her at walk . Once I can                       
do that in comfort, who ever is my helper can go on trail rides with me - I have trailers . She was                       
trained and shown for 5 years . They can reach me by Email Melaniec84c@gmail.com  

 

Brian MacMahon shown on “Miramar”  owned by Melanie Cain Stage. 

 

 

mailto:foundationdressage@gmail.com
mailto:susancroft@mac.com
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Meet Da’ Judge s! ~  Brian MacMahon & Jennifer Benoit  

It’s that time of year again; and that means Championships ~ Tri-Colored Ribbons; and TWO               

Judges!! FCCDS follows the standard of the USDF Recognized Championship Shows; and features a              

judge at C and a judge at E. That means all the important angles of sight of the horse and rider during                      

their test is covered; and the combined scores of the two results in the given score for that ride.  

Our first judge featured is well known Northeast Florida trainer; judge; and rider Brian              
MacMahon; who is based in Wellborn Florida at “Sword in the Stone Farm”, he shares with                
his partner, the Classical Trainer Eugene Abello. Brian is a “R” rated USDF Judge; and a                
Bronze, Silver, and Gold USDF Medalist. He has trained a number of horses to Regional and                
National Championships; as well as a number of successful students of Dressage and their              
mounts. Eugene has trained with noted professionals including his partner Eugene Abello; as             
well as famous personages such as Kira Kirkland and Hervig Raettner. Brian has been one of                
our Foundation Consultants for the Society, and a judge and clinician for us in former years.                
He is a popular figure with our members, and Dressage people in general in our area.  
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We are pleased to have Jennifer Benoit here to judge our championship contestants and              
to give our members another outlook on the performance of their test ride.. Jennifer is a well                 
established Judge; trainer; and rider based in Wellington Florida. 

Jennifer is a licensed USEF dressage judge with 6 years of experience judging. Starting as a                
hunter/jumper, she competed for 15 years and then switched to dressage, where she has been               
competing actively for the last 16 years. She has competed at every level of dressage, earning                
many championships and her USDF bronze, silver and gold medals. She is a senior equine               
appraiser offering official appraisals on all disciplines of equines. She offers clinics, judging             
services, training, instruction, boarding and sales.  
 
Jennifer operates Seahorse Stables of Wellington together with her husband Christopher. 
 

  
 

 
Welcome New Member! ~  Suzanne Berglind 
 
Suzanne is a long time resident of Jacksonville, and enthusiastic supporter of the Arts and               
Culture here, especially that involving horses! Suzanne is not a regular rider; but she loves               
horses and Dressage; and the artistic expression possible in equestrian life.. She grew up              
riding on a spunky large pony in her childhood state of Michigan; moved to Atlanta GA. as a                  
young college student, and remained a happy Southerner ever since. She now resides in the               
Beauclerc Section of Mandarin in Jacksonville at her mother’s old home by the river.  
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Suzanne Berglind, Paul Workman,       
and FCCDS member Linda Dennis         
at the 2017 FCCDS Musical Kur           
Clinic with Goldbar Freestyles’       
Lynette Wadsworth at her Double         
Bridges Indoor, in Hastings,       
Florida. 
 
She takes advantage of    
opportunities to ride when    
she can - like when she      
traveled to the UK with a      
friend to ride at the iconic;      
“Porlock Vale Riding Center”    
- home of the Horsemasters’     
British Horse Society   
Academy; and while horse    
trekking across the beautiful    

open land in Ireland! Suzanne has attended a number of our FCCDS Society Social events ,                
as well as some of our clinics and shows - as a guest of yours truly ~ Linda Dennis the                    
newsletter editor; and looks forward to being an enthusiastic observer and cheer leaders for              
all things FCCDS now as an official Social Member! Suzanne is always a lot of fun and full of                   
youthful enthusiasm wherever she goes. She is a very classical “Interior Designer” by trade;              
focusing on the English Country House look; and is available for consultations for your              
interiors both professional and personal. Welcome Suzanne Berglind to our FCCDS Society            
family!  
 
 
S uzanne is shown here meeting a new foal while visiting her friend Chuck Farrel’s                           
Arabian-Trakhener Sport Horse Breeding farm in Wellborn,Fl. Say hi next time you see her at                             
one of our FCCDS functions! 
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Did you know? Our October 19th and 20th FCCDS Clinic will be               

featuring Eugene Abello! Eugene will be returning to FCCDS! Eugene                   
Abello was the very first clinician ever for FCCDS in our inaugural year. The clinic then was held at                   
Patron Member Lisa Spallone’s beautiful Bella Mia Farm, in St. Augustine, FL - our very first riding                 
event for the Society! Eugene started our educational platform off right; and returns to work with                
FCCDS again this October, at Patron Member Lynette Wadsworth’s “Double Bridges Farm” ~ Indoor              
facility. 

Eugene began his riding life as a Hunter-Jumper rider and discovered the lure of Dressage while he                 
was a graduate student in Germany. He has studied with many of the recognizable classically trained                
names from the period, primarily his mentor the late Karl Mikolka. Eugene loves working with               
horses and riders of any breed or level, whether for classical learning only, or competition; including                
a number of Eventing students that have benefitted from his dressage instruction. Eugene’s focus is               
on the classical seat of the rider; and clear and humane aids that guide the horse towards balance and                   
harmony. Book your lesson(s) soon as there are only 7-8 riding spaces per day.  Rate is $90 per lesson.  

 
Eugene Abello is shown hunkered         
down in a black hoodie with his own               
dog while giving a lesson at the clinic               
location at JEC in 2014. Former           
FCCDS member and clinic participant         
Annie Stockdale is shown cradling her           
little dachshund “Snappy”; wrapped up         
beyond recognition (it was a COLD           
one!); and Louie Dauphin, your         
newsletter editor’s own baby, is shown           
next to them in his coat.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
FCCDS Patron Member Dinah Rojeck riding in the original                 
2014 Inaugural Clinic with Eugene Abello at Bella Mia Farm                   
in St. Augustine, Florida. 
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Did you Know?...(continued) 
Owl Creek Rd. Farm’s April 2019 Trakhener Foal ; barn name “Pepel” and official name:               
Arcadian; went to the 2019 North -Central Florida Inspection held at Valhalla Farm in              
Wellborn, FL, for the American Trakehner Association - ATA; to be officially inspected and              
hopefully receive his ATA brand; the traditional double elk horns of East Prussia. The event               
was held on September 8th; and the day was one of Florida’s recent steamers; with temps                
outside in the 90’s and heat Indexes over 100! Needless to say the long wait for the very busy                   
Inspector from Germany; was an exercise in Florida survivor mode for all of the people               
waiting with their mares and foals in the old low ceiling barn.! But it came together later in                  
the day; with the Inspector Christian Schacht’s arrival. Pepel returned home after a long              
weekend; happy to be here, and with his “Insurance Policy” on his bum!. He was well                
behaved thanks to the recent halter and loading lessons he has received from Tina Sommer;               
and the support he got from his team of owner Mary Glissman-Paul; Tina Sommer; and your                
NL editor and farm manager; Linda Dennis. He scored well, with his best score being for his                 
extraordinary movement; with comments like; “he will be a performance horse for sure”! A              
new experience for all! Our boy’s lovely temperament and extraordinary talent make him a              
great little promise for the future whether he remains with us or goes elsewhere as an adult. 

 
Pepel’s newly branded hindquarter. “Arcadian”- his registered             
name; is by Aqua Farm’s “Kougar Von C” by Gribaldi X Komtessa;                       
by Taureg, out of Owl Creek Rd. Farm’s Arella” by Donafuerst X                       
Audacity by Martini. 
 

 

 Furs and Paws!!         
 
I have decided that it is time to start taking note of the many wonderful little four legged friends that                    
often accompany Members and their friends to our Showposiums at JEC; our off site clinics, and                
occasionally to our Social Events out of the tack! To get it started I will begin with images and a little                     
info about my own beloved “kid” Louie Dauphin.  

Louie is approximately 14 years old - or at least that much; since I adopted him in 2006 from the                     
New York City Animal Care & Control Center in Manhattan on 110th and First Ave. where they                 
declared him to be between one and three years old.  
I already had my beloved small black “Pit type” female - who was later identified as a “Patterdale                  
Terrier”, “Remington;” whom I had adopted a year before from the Brooklyn site of NYCACC. I                
wanted to get her a buddy, to be with in the loft, while I was away during the afternoon and evenings                     
at work, or doing errands. I had a few former alley kitties already; but she really needed another                  
canine to bond with. As you can surmise; I was then living in NYC - in Brooklyn at that point - in the                       
“Bushwick” Williamsburg area; where many artists not yet “discovered” found lower rents for the              
large loft spaces we require to make our work. I lived there and at another one years before that; with                    
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my Chinese artist husband during our professional years. Shortly after adopting Remington; the first              
small dog we had; my husband decided to return to China permanently. The pets and I remained in                  
Brooklyn for another year; then moved into Manhattan to live with a lady who needed some help                 
with her own old dog; as she was no longer able to walk him. She lived at a lavish address on the                      
upper East Side just a few blocks from Central Park, so it was a great place for us to live and get a                       
chance to experience life in the best part of the city, while enjoying the park on a daily basis on our                     
walks with her dog and my two..  
But things always change in NY; and soon I had to move out to accommodate her new boyfriend; so I                    
moved to Florida - I thought temporarily - to stay with my own mother and gather my forces before                   
returning to NYC, newly separated from my foriegn husband.  
 

An old friend from my Vermont Days - where I had           
lived immersed in Dressage and horses before going        
to grad school in NY; came to Florida every winter          
to compete in Wellington with her clients and their         
horses. She got ahold of me on the news I was now            
here; and before I knew it; I got the old passion           
back - the horses - and just never returned to the           
big city. Louie and Remington had a great time         
running in the long sandy trails in Florida; and         
visiting the beach, and then hanging out with me         
ringside, or in the office while working as a         
Volunteer or competitor; for NFDA, and then       
FCCDS. They loved farm life; and used to ride with          
me in my car when I was a small time professional           
giving lessons or riding training horses at client        
farms.  
 
Louie and I stableside at the 2019 FCCDS April Showposium                   
at JEC. 
 

Remi passed away last year at 14, and Louie is now slowing down alot..and not as able to romp about                    
with me at horsey events; but he does still make an appearance at the Showposiums where he loves                  
to meet new friends and monitor our stabling area! Louie is a Papillon X of some kind...a shelter dog -                    
the best kind. I hope he lasts a little longer; he is my heart and the last of my NYC family. 

 

Louie and I in 2006 in our Brooklyn Loft; a drawing of                       
he and I on my easel behind us! He was my new buddy then                           
and kept me company along with my beloved Remi; after my                     
husband returned to his native country. 
 
 
PLEASE send photos and write ups about your        
PET if you are an FCCDS Member; Social or         
Riding. Send to: newsletter@FCCDS.org. Thank     
you!  
 

 

mailto:newsletter@FCCDS.org
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Rockin Out Recognized! Is a program we have had at FCCDS since its                         
inception. Riders in our Society who show only in Recognized USDF Shows; or mostly in                
Recognized Shows; can join in the fun and recognition for their competition year             
accomplishments at our annual FCCDS Gala and Awards Ceremony. They can bring home             
beautiful big championship and reserve; etc. year end ribbons; as well as horsey - loving prizes!                
Or original facilitator of this program was our past President Heather Rodney; who put a lot of                 
time and effort into tracking down scores for those in the Society that rode at various venues                 
throughout the season. The only requirement was that those wanting a score to count towards               
an FCCDS year end award; either perform the required 8 hours of volunteer time with the                
Society - at a showposium; a clinic, by writing an article for this Newsletter; or to pay the opt out                    
fee required on the website. Riders also had to take a moment to fill out the appropriate                 
information requested on the web-page www.fccds.org under the heading for the Recognized            
program, before each anticipated competition; so the person calculating these scores would            
know which shows, which people, and which tests they were riding in. As it was; this was very                  
time consuming, as it required scanning long lists of show participants and making sure you               
caught every score and did so correctly. Heather’s personal devotion to the program took the               
burden of sending in one’s results away; but she has gone on to other things now, and this too                   
arduous task remains without a champion. So far this year; there have been no alerts given to                 
FCCDS of any Society members planning on entering particular recognized shows PRIOR to             
exhibiting; so recognized accomplishments have gone unrecorded this prize year even though            
we have someone willing to add them to a spreadsheet; the same as our showposium scores; and                 
thus determine who the winners would be. IF you rode recognized in any USDF sanctioned               
shows this calendar year; please rush a copy of your scores and include venues; dates; and judges                 
info, or anything pertinent to the tests to us as soon as possible. This is absolutely the ONLY                  
way we will be able to award RoR prizes this Gala Year. Please get them to                
Mary.Paul1958@gmail.com She is compiling scores for the Society for the Awards programs; and             
neither she - nor anyone going forward; is going to be able to go searching through records to                  
find scores for anyone. It is now essential that FCCDS RoR riders report their OWN scores post                 
show. There is no need to alert us where you are showing ahead of time. Just report your scores;                   
with show; judge; ring; test and level test, post show. That easy! See you at the Gala!! 

 

 

 

http://www.fccds.org/
mailto:Mary.Paul1958@gmail.com
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Bulletins from the Board ~ Board Meetings are held the second Thursday of each                   

Month via Teleconference. If you are interested in participating, complete the Contact Us             
Form for call in information. The August board meeting was held on Tuesday August 27th               
at it’s usual 7pm time. The second Thursday of the month was not possible in the summer                 
circumstances; so President Lisa Beardsley called a late month meeting to address upcoming             
concerns regarding the September Show; Current Society Finances; and a review of the             
Summer Events. Members present included: President Lisa Beardsley; Vice President          
Barbara Cadwell; Treasurer Sandi Lucas, Board Member Gwen Taylor-Kirk, and Newsletter           
Editor and Board member Linda Dennis.  
 
Topics covered General Business; The current Financial balances and arrears; and possible            
avenues to generate more income and collect fees owed. We also covered an overview of the                
Summer activities and their success with members; as well as upcoming events such as the               
September Show with Judge Caesar Torrente; and October Clinic with Trainer Eugene            
Obello.  
Thoughts on new offerings we might try came up with various options including Video              
Conference Talks with various high level USDF personnel to be contacted by Barbara             
Cadwell; and a Clinic Symposium with a Holistic Healer and General Riding Coach             
suggested by Sandi Lucas; to possibly be held at Whitelock Development Equestrian            
Grounds.  
Finally the possibility of offering a Breeders Prize for club members whose young horses              
have gone on to compete and receive awards and Inspections of merit was suggested by               
Barbara Cadwell. She will be writing up an overview of the skeleton we might start with and                 
presenting it for review at the next Board Meeting.  
 
The September Board Meeting met on Thursday September 12th; with All members present;             
except Treasurer Karen Blan and Foundation board member Mary O’Brien. Business           
included discussion of the September show; then still scheduled for the 13, 14, 15th; with               
Cesar Torrente; jobs to be fulfilled for the committees for 2020; elections for board members               
coming up; membership initiatives; and completion of the calendar year for the Society             
coming up in November. Vice President Barbara Cadwell spoke at length about the creation              
of a basket that represents our GMO and area for the upcoming USDF Convention in               
Savannah; suggestions on things we could include in it; and more information on the              
Convention in general; rooms to rent for the stay; advantages and disadvantages of the              
Convention Ctr. v. alternatives; and why it’s important as many members as can; make an               
effort to attend this one; because of its close proximity to our area - something we rarely                 
experience. President Lisa Beardsley has reserved a block of rooms at the “Bohemian Hotel”              

 

http://www.fccds.org/contact.html
http://www.fccds.org/contact.html
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in Savannah; for anyone wanting to attend; and share a room for a lower price; or rent for                  
themselves. Contact her for more information on this opportunity. The board also discussed             
dates for next year; as in general impressions about what worked and what didn’t this year,                
and how to avoid conflicts with area shows that draw from the same riders we count on to                  
fill our own shows for our future scheduling.  
 
The heat and the effects it had this year on all of our equestrian activities both officially and                  
unofficially was also discussed; and ways to avoid having riding events when the heat and               
humidity is at its peak here in North Florida. Non riding events were discussed as possible                
alternatives with VP Barbara Cadwell emphasizing her ability to engage note-worthy           
professionals from her USDF activities; with the need for dates only to make it happen!  
 
Late entry! The rescheduled September First Coast Classical Dressage Autumn Dressage           
Challenge I on Sept. 28th-29th; was a great success! Our originally scheduled judge; FEI 4*               
and USDF S judge Cesar Torrrente; couldn’t make it for the weather emergency date change;               
and so Lake City Florida “R” judge Beth Barrit was engaged for the weekend. It was a super                  
show despite losing our opportunity to work with Mr. Torrente - whom we had looked               
forward to meeting and learning from. Beth stepped up grandly; and all of our competitors               
were very well served by her conscientious CLASSICAL eye; and gifted teaching skills post              
tests. We also had a lively talk on Saturday afternoon after classes; in the JEC office; on the                  
issues currently “in the wind” regarding judging and training discrepancies in the            
competitive Dressage world; both locally and Internationally. More of our members qualified            
for our November finals and we had a few new riders and horses! Overall a great result                 
despite the still overwhelming heat.. Sorry I wasn’t able to get many photos in on time for                 
publishing from this event. Send images in and I will feature them for the next Newsletter.                
See you in October for the Eugene Abello Clinic and General Membership Meeting!            

 
B eth Barrit helps member Karin Andra and “Sambucca” achieve a true UPHILL canter!   
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Mary Glissman-Paul on “Little Black Dress,” listens intently to our Autumn Dressage Challenge I                           
judge and Showposium Coach; Beth Barrit in her post test feed back.  
 
 
 
Dressage Deciphered is edited by FCCDS Board Member Linda Dennis. All articles are available for reproduction with                  

permission only. For Member submissions of articles or news and information, please send to              
Newsletter@FCCDS.com Please include credits when sending a previously published article or item. Thank you!  
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